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starting
POINT
This year has been EcoAbertay’s second term of CCF funding and the grant we received has enabled us to try plenty of new things on
and off campus. Our goal for this funding period was to strengthen existing community ties and create new ones. We did start this
year at an advantage as we were already in the right head space as an organisation for tackling the new outcomes and supporting the
changing behaviours of the students here at Abertay.
While most of our initiatives built on last year’s project, we also set out to do something completely new by creating a gardening
aspect to EcoAbertay. Previously the students at Abertay University did not have access to outdoor spaces to garden in and there
were no organised societies for non-sport outdoor activities. We aimed to become involved in a community garden or allotment to
enable us to grow vegetables and fruit for distribution to students. We aimed to use the garden spaces as a way to encourage students
to spend more time outside, eat healthily and strengthen ties with the local community.
We wanted to educate students on the taste and global importance of local and seasonal food and provide an alternative to supermarket
produce. Through a baseline survey before the start of the project we had established that 48 out of 59 students surveyed wanted to be
involved in a community garden, to spend time in the garden and/or harvest fresh fruit and veg, justifying our intentions.

OUR
outcomes
CO2e Outcomes

Community Outcomes

Throughout the project these goals have been revised and reworked, some of them abandoned or thoroughly changed. Striving for
a better balance, we also created new community outcomes to focus on. But the central focus of the project stayed the same:
to engage with students and make their lives a little ‘greener’.

headline
ACHIEVEMENTS
EcoAbertay was a Climate Challenge Fund project, run by the Students’ Association between 2017 and 2018, working to reduce
carbon emissions within the Abertay community. The project promoted sustainable behaviours, primarily by encouraging students
and staff to adopt more active forms of travel and reduce waste of resources such as energy, fuel and materials.

Bike Stop
EcoAbertay started the Bike Stop project to promote active travel within
the Abertay community. Bike Stops provide free bike repair for everyone
and offer to teach people how to fix their own bikes. We also offered a bike
borrowing scheme for students, free of charge. During the funding period
the project has saved 6.09 tonnes of CO2e, replacing bus and car miles with
active travel. The project repaired 37 bikes owned by students, staff and
community members. Due to its success, the bike scheme will be carried on
by the Students’ Association. EcoAbertay also took responsibility for the
redesign of the bike shelters on campus, to raise attention to the importance
of active travel and to provide information about EcoAbertay’s work in the
past year.

Gardening
EcoAbertay also focused on greening and food growing by creating growing
spaces on campus and on an allotment in the Tay View Community
Garden. The project aimed to enable Abertay students and staff to learn
more about food growing; do some planting and relax with friends in the
outdoors as well as provided volunteers with valuable skills. During the
funding period 184kg of vegetables were grown and given to the students
of Abertay University, sharing information about the importance of locally
and ethically sourced food. EcoAbertay also planted a pollinator friendly
flower bed on campus, with wildflowers and perennials to attract pollinating
insects and increase urban biodiversity. Looking ahead, the project created
growing space at student halls, which will enable students in the future to
take up gardening on their own. We planted fruit bushes and trees, which
are easy to maintain, such as apple, berries, currants, rhubarb and herbs.
Students and staff are encouraged to harvest the produce from these plants
and to use the available planters to grow their own produce.

Recycling
The project also focused on saving valuable resources from going to
landfill. Through giveaway events, fayres and the Starter Pack scheme,
EcoAbertay has redistributed 791kg of household goods and textiles.
We raised awareness of the importance of reusing and recycling,
while also helping students in need. EcoAbertay also helped cut
plastic bottle usage on campus by promoting water fountains and
distributing 1000 reusable water bottles.

Students
EcoAbertay worked with students for students. Every event
and campaign aimed to foster behavioural change and improve
students’ living standards. EcoAbertay was based on a vision of an
environmentally aware and pro-active campus, within a community
that takes responsibility for its impact on the planet.

ACTIVITIES
One of our main initiatives has been to build on the active travel scheme of EcoAbertay’s first funding year. This scheme encourages
students and staff to take up bike travel as their main form of transport. Extensive surveying went into the creation of this scheme last
year, to reflect on the needs of the community.
Our carbon outcomes were estimated by anticipating savings from four areas: saving car and bus miles by enabling people to use their
bikes instead of the more carbon intensive alternatives; saving bikes from landfill by repairing them; lending bikes to students for free;
and enticing behaviour change by our campaigns around the bike scheme.

Bike Stops
The goal had been to run fortnightly Bike Stops, where our trained
assistants fixed anyone’s bike for free, and provided information and
skills for people to learn how to do basic repairs on their own. Initially we
hoped to fix 110 bikes through about 12 of these workshops. Throughout
the funding period we successfully ran Bike Stops weekly, doubling our
initial goal, resulting in 23 sessions. However, we had some issues with
the collection of data, and our final records provide evidence for fixing
only 37 bikes. During the workshops our customers completed surveys to
give us an idea about the bus and car miles that this initiative was saving,
while also assessing their bike behaviour. Altogether 53 surveys were
completed by students, staff and community members. The responses to
this questionnaire helped us form the project, catering to the needs of the
community, and reacting to their feedback.

Bike Borrowing
Another aspect of our bike scheme also proved to be very successful. We
have been donated abandoned, broken and faulty bikes, which were then
repaired by our bike assistants. They are in good enough condition to be
used, and therefore we offered these bikes to students to borrow free of
charge. The goal behind this initiative was to promote active travel while
also helping students who might not have the means to spend on a bike
or alternative travel, such as bus tickets. The project slowly gained more
attention, with around 6 bikes being borrowed for short periods in the first
semester. However, by the end of the funding year, all 12 of our bikes are
constantly out with students. Altogether 19 students utilised this service,
and we have a number of people lined up who would be interested in
borrowing a bike, should one free up.

Campaigns and Other Initiatives
As engagement was one of our major challenges throughout the whole of
the project, we quickly realised that some of our planned activities would
yield no result. Unfortunately, we could not expand on the bike aspect
of the project, even though our original plans included bike tours and
training sessions. However, we have managed to build up a trustworthy
and well-known ‘brand’ around the Bike Stops. Situated in front of the
library, our community members learnt that they can rely on our services
every week, raising their interest in our activities. Many members of our
project got to know about EcoAbertay in the first place because of the
Bike Stops, and we can certainly claim that the bike scheme reached the
most people within the Abertay community. This is clearly shown by the
number of people interacting with EcoAbertay, asking about details of the
next Bike Stops, looking for help with their bikes, donating to us, or giving
us ideas about new initiatives regarding cycling around campus. Staff;
especially have been engaged with this issue, providing feedback on how
to transform cycling facilities at the University. We believe that through
our project we facilitated the improvement of the cycling experience
of our community, enabling a number of people to take active travel as
their main form of commute. This part of the project will be carried on
by the Students’ Association, and hopefully the University will also be
more involved in the future. We think that our project shed light on some
important aspects that our community needs for a beneficial bike scheme
and the great potential that lies in the promotion of active travel here at
Abertay.

Altogether, adding up the various aspects of the bike scheme we have saved 6.09t CO2e this year, leading to an anticipated
18.27t CO2e of lifetime savings over the next 3 years.

Homeware
In the attempt to divert waste from landfill, EcoAbertay has been
successfully running a giveaway scheme, redistributing household goods
donated by students and staff members. The scheme included several
different events and campaigns. Donations were mainly collected from
student halls before the summer break, but we also accepted donations
throughout the year, or even during giveaways. Most of the kitchenware
went into the Welcome Pack project, which provided incoming students
with the opportunity to book a pack of kitchen goods in various sizes to
help set up their homes. 20 such packs were distributed in the beginning
of the first semester.
Later on, the remaining and incoming donations were distributed at
giveaway events: one big giveaway at the beginning of September, aimed at
freshers; and two weeklong giveaways, separating the goods into various
different categories so people knew when the items they needed might be
available. We also had some bulkier items donated to us, such as furniture
and electronics, which could not be added to giveaways, which were posted
on our Facebook site. The initiative was really successful, showing how
much the coordination of our platforms, and smart use of our resources
matter. The majority of the items were gone in less than a week, adding
60kg of goods to our carbon saving records.
Throughout these giveaway events we have distributed 657kg of homeware,
saving 2.53t CO2e. Engagement has also been particularly successful with
this strand. Around 500 people have attended our giveaways altogether,
and we collected a lot of positive feedback telling us how important it is to
give unwanted goods to the students of Abertay.

Textile
Clothes and household textile are grouped separately in our outcomes,
but they were included in all of our general giveaway events, resulting in
133kg to be given to students. We also organised two clothes giveaways,
however these were much less popular than other giveaways, giving us
no significant carbon savings. Since last year, we have been trying to run
an Interview Clothes Library project, lending smart clothing to students
who would need them for interviews. However, as no one had expressed
interest, we decided to wrap it up and either donate these clothes to other
charities or distribute them through giveaways.
We held one DIY workshop, which was aimed at reusing and recycling
textiles, while also teaching students basic sewing and clothes styling
skills. During this workshop we focused on aspects of sustainability, such
as the ‘make, do and mend’ mentality and self-sufficiency.
Altogether these added 2.88t CO2 to our carbon savings.

Giveaway Cart
Complementing big giveaways, we also have a cart in a prominent location
of the main University building. The cart was set up for the use of the
Abertay community as a place for swapping and reusing unwanted items.
This is mostly used by staff and students, but we have also been regularly
giving out some of our donations, around 5kg of items per week. The
donations are always quickly gone, showing that people are keen to take
items for reuse in a free and flexible manner.

As mentioned before, it has been challenging to reach the student body.
The strand where we felt this to be the biggest setback was energy. Our
plans had been to create a hub for information around home energy
considering carbon conscious behaviour as well as saving money. We
started this initiative by setting up a talk from Home Energy Scotland.
Unfortunately, there was no engagement from the students, no interest
was shown through any of our platforms and no one attended the event.
After evaluating this example and previous experiences, we decided to
abandon this aspect of the original application, and focus our resources on
other, more successful projects.

EcoAbertay set out with the ambitious goal of creating a plastic bottle
free campus in the long run. To start with, we distributed 1000 reusable
water bottles (bearing the Bike Stop logo, to further promote the active
travel strand) to any member of our community. These bottles proved to
be immensely popular, and soon got to be associated with EcoAbertay.
The journey towards cutting down on plastic bottles was further helped
by raising attention to the new water coolers at various points on campus
and by a free juice bar that EcoAbertay ran from the prominent spot of the
Students’ Association office.
A survey was created to assess the achievements of the bottle giveaway,
collecting information on people’s water consumption and their habits
regarding the purchase of plastic bottles. This survey was also needed
for updating our outcomes, which were previously miscalculated and
overestimated in our application. The survey showed us that around 735
students and staff members have one or more of our bottles. If all of these
people followed the consumption pattern indicated by the survey, our
plastics initiative potentially saved 37.26t of CO2e in a year.

A couple of months into the project a new coordinator had to be recruited, which resulted in some changes in the project. In the
second half of the funding period EcoAbertay’s goals were much more focused on the creation of meaningful behaviour change
tailored to the student body. To facilitate this, we have put more effort into collaborating with societies, engaging with our community
through different platforms and providing sustainability information on a wide variety of issues.

Society Events
One of the new aims of the project was to educate students about the
relevance of sustainability and connect it to issues that are currently
occupying the popular sphere. This way we could encourage behaviour
change by showcasing the need for conscious decisions on many different
levels, empowering our students. We aimed to hold events in collaboration
with societies, to maximise attendance and spread the work of EcoAbertay
to students with varied interests. During the year we organised four
events: two relaxed conversational coffee talks centred on a previously
agreed topic; one documentary screening and one interactive workshop
providing information on an everyday aspect of life. We worked with
Abertay’s Business, Feminist, and Make Up societies to set up these events.
All of these events also contributed to our goals to cut back on waste within
the University, as all participants got a free reusable mug from us to use at
the campus cafes.
Another important aspect of the current work of EcoAbertay was to reach
students who otherwise would be less exposed to sustainability ideas. To
achieve this, we have been continuously contacting societies to collaborate
with them on events or provide information. Examples include donating
clothes to the Fashion society to promote reuse; providing resources for the
Make-up society to spread eco-conscious beauty routines and shopping;
offering our clothes to the Drama society to use as costumes; and donating
120 reusable water bottles to the Abertay Sports Union. We also kept an
eye on different resources that societies might find relevant within the field
of sustainability and regularly shared these with them.

Providing information
and staying connected
From the beginning of the academic year we have placed a great effort on
gaining more followers on social media and sign-ups to our newsletter.
We have been using these platforms to raise awareness of sustainability
issues and provide information, improving carbon literacy. Currently
we have 191 people signed up to our biweekly newsletter, which proved
to be a useful tool for communication with interested people. In this
newsletter, among other things, we shared information about our ongoing
work, future events from both EcoAbertay and other sustainability
groups around Scotland, reviewed previous events, raised attention to our
gardening blog, and suggested tips for leading a more sustainable life. An
example of a newsletter is attached in the Appendix 1.

We also received 269 likes on Facebook and 218 followers on Twitter.
These platforms provided us with a unique opportunity to explore a wider
range of topics, which might interest our student body, while also giving
us a chance for online networking. One of our main goals has been to raise
awareness of current global environmental problems, provide information
about sustainability news and innovations, as well as practices that can
be incorporated in one’s life. We were aiming to share posts from various
sources, from articles from news platforms to personal experiences of local
initiatives. With this work we hoped to encourage students to open up
towards new information, which they would not necessarily have access to
through their own interest.

Reflecting on the needs of our
community
We conducted a survey at the beginning of September to assess demand
and interest for different EcoAbertay projects. As mainly first years
completed it, we received fresh points of view - as first year students had
a limited knowledge of the previous work of EcoAbertay - and demands
and suggestions that they may have taken from a previous place of study or
home. We consciously tried to build our new initiatives through the year
based on such feedback. Later on, other University wide events were useful
for showing our presence on campus and enabling us to discuss future
collaboration with societies.
These events and campaigns have been at the heart of the project. Based on
surveys and written and verbal feedback students have been very receptive
to the rich information that EcoAbertay has been providing through its
various platforms. We have been hopeful that a student society could be
created to replace the project, continuing to be a source of information
and knowledge about climate change and carbon conscious lifestyles
setting an example for Abertay and creating a facilitating environment for
likeminded people.

Our growing spaces project started from scratch with the confirmation of funding from CCF. Preparations for growing started in
May 2017 with the appointment of the EcoAbertay Gardener. At the start of this phase of the project no food growing was taking
place on the University Campus or at any of the University Halls of Residence. Discussions with the University Estates staff had
taken place prior to an application to CCF and a list of sites that might be suitable for growing food crops had been identified.
Unfortunately, due to the city centre location of the University Campus and Halls the sites identified were small and some were too
close to busy streets to allow food crops to be grown safely. Before the start of the project Abertay SA were not involved with any
allotments or community gardening groups in Dundee.

Creation of Growing Spaces
Through contact with the Dundee City Council Allotment Officer, Kate
Treharne, the project was very lucky to be allocated a plot on a new
allotment site in the Maryfield area of Dundee. The allocation of this plot
meant that it became the main focus of growing and although the site is 1
mile from campus it is close to one of the Halls of Residence at Lyon Street.
Our new plot was marked out into 6 beds to allow best use of the space and
created around 60 m2 of new growing space.
Further growing spaces have been developed at the Lyon Street Halls of
Residence through providing 8 new planters and bringing 2 large planting
beds into cultivation. We also planted fruit trees in an area of grass and
installed 6 railing planters. These improvements at Lyon Street have
created 24.5 m2 of growing space.
On campus we introduced 5 new planters for growing vegetables and
salads (2.5m2 ) and created a pollinator friendly flower bed.

Growing vegetables and fruit
Tay View Community Garden
At Tay View we started by marking out beds and dividing the plot up
to allow maximum planting. Open gardening sessions were set up on
Wednesday afternoons to allow students to participate on a regular basis,
and additional gardening sessions were scheduled when specific tasks
needed doing. Students were involved with sowing crops from seed and
with planting out young plants during the early summer. We gradually got
all the beds planted with a full range of vegetables.
The allotment plot provided the central focus of gardening during the
project. The site turned out to be ideal for growing food crops with a south
facing aspect and a gentle slope. We also benefited from the facilities on
the allotment, shared tools and interaction with other plot holders. During
the summer when most students are on holiday the plot was looked after
by a student employee. Once term started again in late August we started
harvesting vegetables to give to students. The harvest at the allotment was
very successful over the 2017 season, despite a late start to gardening on
the site.

Lyon Street Halls of Residence
At the start of the project no growing was taking place at Lyon Street.
Two large empty raised beds in the North Garden were adapted to make
them more suitable and filled with compost. During gardening sessions
students were involved in barrowing compost for filling the beds and
planting vegetable crops. Drawbacks of the North Garden at Lyon Street
in relation to vandalism, access, shading and no outside tap influenced
plans for 2018. Specific plants were planted in the hope that it would need
less attention and less watering than a vegetable bed. Since the start of the
new term in January 2018 we have also planted 6 apple trees in a grass area,
expanding our growing space.
In the South Garden at Lyon Street we started from scratch with no
growing taking place. The first step was to put in two new raised beds
which were assembled by the Joiners at Abertay University using recycled
wood donated to the project. Students removed the turf from a grass area
and - once the raised beds were in position - filled them with compost as
part of regular gardening sessions. We planted the beds with vegetables
and herbs. A water butt was bought and installed in the South Garden
just before Christmas which will help with access to water. In March
three large raised beds were installed and planted with apple trees and
strawberries underneath. In addition, we planted 6 railing planters with
herbs and edible flower seeds.

University of Abertay Campus
Few of the sites identified on campus for potential vegetable growing
proved to be suitable. An off-street site with some sun and shelter was
found outside the Baxter Building. Five large wooden planters were bought
for the site and set up in August 2017. The planters were sown with winter
crops for late harvest, cabbage, turnip, rocket, mixed salad and potatoes.
The potatoes were harvested in November but did not produce a very big
crop due to blight and frost, but some winter salads and turnips have been
harvested successfully.

Growing for Pollinators
On campus, a large brick built raised planting area was turned into a
pollinator friendly flower bed. After concrete slabs had been removed
from the top, the earth in the raised area was dug over. Sand that had been
under the slabs was incorporated to aid drainage. A wildflower seed mix
was sown and individual bee and butterfly friendly plants were planted.
Students helped and learnt how to sow seed following a planting plan, how
to plant potted plants and how to water effectively. This bed is outside the
main building on campus and has developed well, attracting many positive
comments from staff, students and passers-by. It proved to be a successful
project for encouraging urban biodiversity, as three species of bee have
been observed enjoying our flowers. Later on, muscari and crocus bulbs
were added, chosen for their pollen for early flying insects in the spring.

Weekly Open Gardening Sessions
Gardening sessions open to all students have been held on Wednesday
afternoons, mostly at Tay View. Since the start of the project 32 gardening
sessions have taken place. These sessions were for 2 hours and involved
gardening followed by a cup of tea and a chance to chat and make
friends. We have had a turnover of students involved, as some students
left University and others in 4th year focused on academic work or other
commitments. During the current academic year four students have
helped regularly.
A key aim of the gardening project was to pass on skills to students so that
they would be confident growing their own produce in the future. This has
meant that students have participated in all aspects of gardening on the
allotment. They all learnt how to prepare the soil for planting, safe tool use,
how to weed and water effectively, and harvest different crops. Other skills
learnt included planting fruit bushes, planting apple trees, double digging
and creating bean trenches.

Providing Fruit and Veg for
Abertay students and staff
Weekly Vegetable Trolley
Vegetables that were usually harvested by the EcoAbertay Gardener were
displayed on our Vegetable Trolley every Wednesday. The trolley was in
the foyer of the main building on campus and attracted a lot of attention.
Students were able to take vegetables from it when they wanted free of
charge. Staff also had access to the vegetables by making a donation. Up
to the end of November the trolley was put out 13 times. After that, there
were not enough vegetables to make it worth putting the trolley out. Over
the winter small quantities of vegetables, mostly salad crops, were given to
individual students as they became available. Through staff donations we
were able to send a donation of £22.49 to Butterfly Conservation Scotland
to support their work for butterflies and moths.

Soup Bags
Soup bags were given for free to students using vegetables from the
allotment. Unfortunately, some ingredients were not ready for harvest at
that point and had to be bought in, along with stock cubes and garlic.
Twenty bags were given out, attracting support from a member of
Academic staff who organises Food Jams in Dundee. He has promoted
them on social media commenting “local food produced by local people
and turned into meals for locals”. More recently, in March 2018 we made
up another 20 soup bags using local, organic vegetables and gave them
to students. We have been collecting feedback, which was outstandingly
positive, justifying this initiative.

Growing At Home
Growing boxes suitable for indoor use on a window sill or shelf were given
away at two events in September and October to coincide with the start
of the academic year, and more given out at two events at the start of the
second semester. The boxes were pre-filled with compost and students
were given a choice of seeds to plant. The boxes are returnable at the end
of the academic year and can be reused next year. So far 32 boxes have
been given out and we plan to give out more before the end of March 2018.
Most students chose to grow herbs and chillies in them.
In addition to growing herbs and chillies students were encouraged to grow
at home with houseplants. During a Freshers’ event in August, 40 small
house plants were given away to students. The plants were propagated by
the EcoAbertay Gardener and were popular with new students moving
into new Halls and flats. The plants were chosen to improve indoor air
quality and to brighten up rooms for new students.

Collaboration
Through working on our plot at Tay View the Gardener and the student
gardeners have been involved with the wider Dundee community. In June
2017 the project coordinator and the gardener took part in an open day
to celebrate the opening of the Tay View Community Garden. Despite
poor weather on the day, we were able to make new contacts and get to
know other members of the Community Garden and staff from other
local organisations. Involvement with other plot holders has been very
rewarding and new crops and skills have been shared. We have attended
the monthly meetings of the Tay View Community Garden Group which
provided an excellent way of interacting with members of the community
and local organisations.
During the project we have had the chance to visit and learn from other
garden projects at Transition University of St Andrews, PLANT in Tayport,
in Fife and the Maxwell Centre in Dundee. In March 2018 we visited the
PLANT Garden in Tayport, Fife where we were shown round the garden
and were able to talk to key staff. The Gardener and three students also
visited the Garden at the Maxwell Centre in Dundee where we were shown
round by their Gardener. Both these visits were very useful in terms of
knowledge exchange and potential ideas for use at Abertay.

Employing Students
During the course of the year we have employed 2 students as gardening
assistants. The first student looked after the growing spaces while our
Gardener was on holiday during the summer of 2017. The second student
was employed over the autumn and winter of 2017-2018 to help with some
of the larger construction and planting projects going on at that time.

OUTCOMES
Through the funding period several of our outcomes needed to be revised. We also discovered that our original community outcomes
lacked real influence on our community. The change of coordinator also contributed to the change in our aims and activities. Such
changes and the reasons behind them are explained below for each outcome. We describe how we adjusted our aims to better
reflect the needs of Abertay, found new aspects that showed potential within our project, and realised the limitations of some of the
anticipated outcomes. We have discovered many flaws in the calculations of the original outcomes, which provided unrealistic or
projected savings. This issue is pointed out where it influenced the achievement of our outcomes. However, we decided that instead
of going into lengthy explanations and descriptions of the updated calculations, we would rather reflect on the savings we actually
delivered.

Carbon Outcomes
Active Travel
Baseline:
4612.62t CO2e per year provided in application based on 4000 students commuting by bus or car during term time plus 110
bikes going to landfill

Although our bike scheme was one of our most successful initiatives, we had a lot of difficulties running it within the CCF framework.
We had issues recording data, resulting in a mismatch between our records and actual activities, making it difficult to determine our
realistic achievements. The main reason behind this problem was insufficient communication of the project aims and features. As
our bike assistants were students, who had not been part of the development process, they could not see the importance of proper
data collection. Instead of the tedious process of data collection, they favoured the social aspect of the project. This caused the loss
of data, as a lot of our customers did not get to complete the forms, which then would be collected by the coordinator and added to
our records. The bike assistants paid more attention to raising people’s attention to our initiative, sharing information about active
travel and to providing swift and satisfying service. Even though their accounts of the number of bikes they have fixed do not match
the paperwork, we have decided to rely and report back on data for which we do have evidence.
In our case, this means the number of Terms and Conditions sheets signed by people using our bike services. Based on that, we have
fixed 37 bikes this year. This number is lower than the planned outcome, however our bike assistants claim that they have easily
repaired double of that. To us this still shows the clear success of the project, bearing in mind the faulty or inefficient method of data
collection, which will be further analysed in the reflection section.
While revising our outcomes, we found the projected savings of our application could not be considered achievable or even valid,
as there are major flaws in the calculations relying heavily on unjustified predictions. This can also be noticed when looking at the
discrepancy between the original and delivered lifetime savings. Considering the actual achievements, we think that this initiative
accounts for considerable carbon savings. Around 2/3 of it comes only from replacing car miles with active travel, exceeding our
expectations of staff engagement. The bike borrowing scheme on its own added 170kg CO2e to the savings of the project; this was
not considered when setting up the aims.

To calculate the carbon savings, we used a questionnaire that investigates the cycling behaviour and general commuting of our
customers. It took us some time to find the version that works best and went through the process in a trial and error manner.
Incidentally, this also contributed to loss of data, as one version of the survey made it impossible to differentiate between the categories
of participants (a) Bike Stop customer, b) borrowing bike, c) interested member of the community). After collating all questionnaires
and screening out the data that could be used, we logged in the details into an excel sheet, separating the different aspects of the
project. Then the numbers were transferred into the corresponding tables for the calculations. These are attached in Appendix 2. The
details used for carbon calculations were the frequency of bike use (times per week), the distance they travelled on average (miles),
and the alternative mode of transport they would use instead of cycling (bus/car/walking). We also asked general questions to help us
shape our project, such as whether they think a weekly Bike Stop helps them maintain their bikes or whether they would be interested
in the bike borrowing scheme. We also asked for qualitative feedback, which was mostly very positive and appreciated the initiative.

“I will feel safer on my commute with winter coming.”
“Ability to start leaving the car at home when going to work!”
“Increased use of bike for commute to work.”
“Means I can start cycling to work again and no longer have to get the bus.”
“It will make me more comfortable and thus I will use my bike more often.”

Outcome partially met, considering missing data, and mismatch of original CO2e values of the application.
Homeware
Baseline:
136.8t CO2e per year provided in application based on 5kg of household items going to landfill by 4000 students

This outcome was also influenced by faulty calculations. The original outcome of 34.18t CO2e annual savings was severely
overestimated based on an unrealistic scenario of 1000 students all donating 5kg of items. According to the EPA’s online emission
calculations, that value would be equivalent to 11.8 tonnes of waste diverted from landfill. Although this calculation considers the
recycling of general waste, this number gives an order of magnitude unjustified within the University setting.
Data collection was based on the amount of homeware that was used for giveaways. Before each event we weighed all the items and
we subtracted the weight of the leftover items after the events. These values were then logged in an Excel sheet, grouped by event and
material. This sheet is attached in Appendix 3, Table 1. It is very difficult to estimate how many people have donated items throughout
the year, as we encouraged students and staff members to drop their donations whenever it suited them. As with all our events, we
also collected qualitative feedback to know how to adapt these events to respond to the needs of the students. The success of this
initiative is further supported by the decision of the Students’ Association to be kept for the following year.
In reality, we donated 657.9kg of household items to students, or to other charities.

Unrealistic Outcome

Textile
Baseline:
no baseline

The activities for this outcome had to be changed completely, as the original idea of the Interview Clothes Library proved to be
unsuccessful. Instead we worked on distributing textile donations at giveaways and clothes swap events. Data was recorded the same
way as described above with homeware (Appendix 3, Table 2). During our events we gave away 133kg of clothes and household
textile to our students. However, this amount is only around half of the donations that we originally received. Unfortunately, clothes
donations did not prove to be popular within our university setting, so we are looking into donating the leftover clothes to other
charities. As this is still in process, the weight of these donations is unknown, therefore cannot be added to our savings. Another
fraction of household textiles will also be kept and redistributed by the Students’ Association.

Outcome Exceeded
Reusable Water Bottles
Baseline:
no baseline

The original aim of our plastics initiative was to distribute 2000 bottles. This proved to be too ambitious, so after assessing the pace
at which our bottles were taken, we decided not to order more than a 1000. However, we still consider this to be a very successful
initiative especially because our reusable water bottles quickly became associated with our project, raising attention to us all over
campus. Initially we had difficulties investigating the use and benefits of the bottles, as we realised that the mode of data collection
used to calculate the outcomes for the application lacked accuracy, resulting in vaguely determined predictions. Towards the end of
the project we decided to put together a survey, collecting quantitative and qualitative feedback.
The results of this survey helped us determine the usage of our bottles. We calculated that on average a student owns 1.36 bottles as our bottles were available at all events to freely take, we could not restrict how many a person could take, especially not over the
course of the year, so many students ended up owning more than one bottle. Based on the responses we could also calculate how
much water each person consumes a day, multiplying it to give us a yearly consumption. We could then proceed to calculate the
carbon savings by using a conversion factor for bottled water. Calculations are attached in the Appendices (Appendix 4). The results
show that our reusable bottle initiative saved 37.26t CO2 this year and would give a 55.89t CO2 lifetime savings projected for the
following year, considering 50% less efficiency due to drop in interest and losing or wearing out bottles.

Outcome Exceeded

Energy
Baseline:
377824.3t CO2e provided in application, based on the overall energy consumption of the University buildings

Due to lack of interest and insufficient support from the University, this aspect of EcoAbertay was decided to be abandoned. We
thought that focusing our effort on other, more successful and popular initiatives would be more beneficial for our community.
However, energy has been a recurring theme within the project: besides organising a Home Energy Scotland talk, we have also
been distributing efficient lightbulbs, and provided ongoing information about energy efficient lifestyles both online and through
marketing material.

Outcome not delivered (abandoned)

Gardening
Baseline:
1542.8t CO2e provided in application based on emissions of 380kg of vegetables purchased from supermarkets

We planned to monitor the weight of produced crops with a harvest log book. We recorded the produce from the Tay View allotment,
from the Lyon Street gardens and from campus. Once the vegetables had been weighed they were logged in a spreadsheet. By 31st
March 2018 most crops have been harvested and 184kg of produce has been distributed. A few winter vegetables, such as cabbage,
broccoli and turnip remain to be harvested. Summary tables of the data show how much of each crop has been grown this season
(see Appendix 5). In addition to the vegetables we grew ourselves, we were also given 17.4kg as donations. The donated fruit and
vegetables were included on the vegetable trolley.
All vegetables from the allotment and Lyon Street were transported the mile to the campus on foot in a buggy. This has resulted in
no emissions during transport of the vegetables. Vegetables distributed as part of the scheme have replaced vegetables that would
have been bought from local shops. A survey to get information from students on their normal buying habits and use of vegetables
was carried out while students were collecting vegetables from our trolley. The questionnaire was carried out with 13 respondents
of whom 12 were students. The sample size is too small for robust conclusions, but all the respondents usually bought fruit and
vegetables either in a local convenience store (3) or a local supermarket (12). Of the 13 respondents 8 had taken vegetables from our
trolley. Our conclusion is that the replacement of supermarket or convenience store vegetables with EcoAbertay vegetables is having
the desired impact on CO2 reduction.

We had also planned to weigh the produce grown in our Growing Boxes. Given the small amounts of herbs and chillies likely to be
grown in the boxes we did not make weighing a condition of taking a box. Although we kept a list of who had taken a box, once the
students had taken them home it was difficult to ask them to feedback to us the weight of produce they had harvested. In reality the
students were likely to only harvest a few leaves of herbs at a time.
At the start of the project we aimed to weigh all the green matter left over from harvesting that we composted. We were able to work
out an average for this over the season by bagging the leftover leaves, roots and other plant debris as we harvested. We weighed 3
sacks to get an average weight per sack, then kept a tally of sacks filled and calculated an annual total. Over the course of the project
we composted approximately 180kg of green matter.
Initially we also aimed to weigh all the vegetables we donated to foodbanks and other community initiatives. It turned out that we
were able to give away all the vegetables we had grown directly to our students and staff. Only around 1.2kgs of surplus produce was
given away in a shared box at the allotment.
Over the course of the project we have saved 0.72t CO2e, and predicting growing for the next three years solely at the Lyon Street and
campus growing spaces, we could achieve 0.24t CO2e as lifetime savings. Although we did not meet our projected target for produce
in terms of volume, we were successful in terms of developing new growing spaces and providing free produce for students. Initial
targets were set too high during the project application.

Outcome partially delivered

Community Outcomes
Carbon Literacy
Original outcome: Increase carbon literacy
- New outcome focusing more on behaviour change
As mentioned before, our community outcomes went through the most significant changes. Originally these were not particularly
detailed, and only handled as something that would accompany other activities. During the course of the funding period, we created
a new outcome focusing more on behaviour change. Other aspects, such as general satisfaction with the project or with physical
changes that we added to the University were also considered in this point. We believe that behaviour change can be solicited by a
comprehensive approach encompassing consciously building one’s knowledge, but also by exposure to experiences, slowly achieving
a change in one’s interest. In our case the latter means our constant presence on campus, and our efforts in creating material assets,
which help us convey our sustainability ethos a bit more indirectly.

Student engagement and reflection
To facilitate this, we organised new events and approached our existing initiatives differently to incorporate this aspect. The new
events consisted of conversational meetings focused around current sustainability topics, workshops, talks and a documentary
screening. Our existing initiatives, such as social media engagement and less personal events were revised to reach people’s mindset
by providing a lot more information about general sustainability topics, conscious lifestyle choices, basic green practices, and even
global news and local events.
Such events were not suitable for collecting quantitative data in the form of questionnaires, but we relied on engagement as evidence
for the outcome. We also continued to provide opportunity for participants to submit qualitative feedback in forms of reviews and
comments. 24 people attended the events we organised around this aim and 50 submitted comments during and after other events
with a different focus. Engagement fluctuated, but generally the people attending events had a positive attitude towards our goals. To
get an overall picture, we conducted a survey asking people to reflect on EcoAbertay’s achievements. A report of the results can be
found in Appendix 6.
Within this survey, general satisfaction showed some successes regarding our behaviour change aims: informative sessions were
the second most popular EcoAbertay events and a large proportion of students highlighted environmental education and raising
awareness as the biggest benefits of the project. In conclusion, the survey collected an abundance of positive feedback in terms of
student attitudes towards the success of the project. Most participants thought the project was successful to some degree in social,
economic or environmental terms. Most comments throughout the survey demonstrated satisfaction with the project, often citing
personal experiences. However, people also expressed where the project could have been improved, or how it could have achieved
more.

Impact of gardening project
We collected comments from students and staff about the vegetables from the allotment, displayed on a trolley in the main campus
building foyer. In addition to our harvested produce, we also made up 40 soup bags, using vegetables we had grown or bought from a
local health food shop. These were also left on the trolley to be taken by students. Post-it notes on the trolley were used to encourage
community members to leave comments for the EcoAbertay team after taking the vegetables or soup bags. All the comments were
very positive and supportive, showing the benefits of these initiatives. Below is a list of comments we received:

We designed a questionnaire to gather information from students and staff who are taking vegetables from our Veg Trolley. The
questionnaire was designed to ask students about their vegetable buying habits and consumption. The questionnaire was sent out
in November. The questionnaire was answered by 13 respondents, of whom 12 were students. Of the 13 respondents only one said
they eat the recommended 5 portions of fruit or vegetables per day. The respondents indicated that the main barrier to eating more
fruit and vegetables was affordability. We have concluded that by providing high quality, locally grown fruit and vegetables free to
students we have had a positive impact on their health and well-being. Of the 8 who had taken vegetables 7 had used them and rated
the quality as fantastic. We hope that based on these experiences, people will seek better quality, locally sourced vegetables.
We also continue to receive positive unsolicited feedback from students and staff on our activities, such as the creation of the
pollinator friendly garden. One member of staff said “I have been so impressed about the work of EcoAbertay… I love the flowers….
the vegetables. The atmosphere at Abertay has changed!” Another member of staff emailed to say “Gillian – I love the garden. Makes
me smile each time I pass it”. A postgraduate also got in touch to say “Hello. I keep walking past your beautiful little garden”.

Outcome met (changed from original)
STudent Employment
1111hrs student employment
- More qualitative aspects added
Our second outcome in the application only focused on the number of hours of student employment that the project would create. To
give more value to this point, we revised student employment within EcoAbertay and decided to focus more on personal experience,
new skills, employability and sustainability knowledge. These changes were executed by scheduling team meetings as well as oneon-one chats with each employee to discuss their personal expectations and needs in relation to their positions. Employees were also
always encouraged to contribute with ideas, as our project stressed the importance of a participatory approach towards community
projects. We also monitored staff satisfaction with qualitative surveys at the middle and at the end of the funding period. A report of
the results of the final one is included in Appendix 7.
Based on this we found that all of the respondents felt they had gained a moderate to great amount of skills through working
for EcoAbertay, primarily through collaboration with other people, new tasks, external courses, and opportunities to develop
interpersonal skills. 6 out of 7 respondents said they learnt about sustainability through the project, demonstrating progress in
EcoAbertay’s goal of informing its community about the topic. The majority of respondents said they were ‘very satisfied’ with

working for EcoAbertay, with the remaining 3 people saying they were ‘satisfied’. In conclusion, satisfaction rates among staff were
very high, with EcoAbertay being a good example of an employer in the sustainability sector.
Below is the feedback of our two student gardening assistants: Robb, who was employed to look after the allotment over the summer,
and Emma who was recruited for the position in November. These evaluations show the opportunities the project created, especially
by introducing students to the wider Dundee community through gardening.
“EcoAbertay’s garden project has impacted upon me in a significant way, through it I was able to learn a variety of new skills and
gain confidences in a field I had no previous experience in. Thanks to the efforts of Gillian, I was able to learn a lot about what is
actually required to be a good gardener, developing in me a passion not only to garden myself, but to attempt to encourage others
to as well. While Gillian was on a break over the summer, I was put in charge of the allotments, and through this was able to gain
a solid boost of self-confidence, I was also able to see the benefit to students as I delivered several kilos of vegetables to them. Lastly,
I was able to partake in the social circle of the fellow allotment holders, gaining access to their wisdom and experience, and found
it all massively enjoyable.” -Robb
“Working as an assistant gardener for EcoAbertay has been a great eye opener for me. I have learnt so much about the world
of gardening, from planting to harvesting, from looking after the plants to looking after the Earth. One of my favorite aspects of
gardening is that nothing goes to waste; weeds and scraps get turned into compost and are reused, plants can be fed to animals
that create fertilizer. It has inspired me to learn more and do my own research and being able to ask Gillian questions has been
invaluable when developing a new skill. It has allowed me to make new friends, as well as being a great form of light exercise! I
really appreciated having a job and hobby that allowed me to spend time outside working with nature. I’ve loved bringing home
vegetables and being able to make a meal completely from scratch. It has boosted my confidence and sense of independence and
self-sufficiency, making me realize that I don’t necessarily have to rely on others to supply me with food, that I can do it myself and
thrive while doing it.” -Emma
Noting the original, quantitative aim of this outcome, we calculated that the project provided 1041.15 hours of student employment,
distributed between 13 staff members over the year.

Volunteer experience
To further support the project’s achievements regarding student commitment, we also assessed the experience of our gardening
volunteers. During the project we gathered comments from those participating in gardening during informal discussions. These
comments were always positive despite working in some wet and cold weather. Students expressed general satisfaction with working
outdoors on a project and said that they have had fun and looked forward to future sessions.
A questionnaire to gather information from them was sent out in November, aiming to find out about student’s experiences of
gardening sessions on the allotment and at the Lyon Street Halls of residence. Five students who have been gardening since the
autumn completed the questionnaire. Before they started gardening:
-None of the students were taking part in any outdoor activity before they volunteered
-Only one of the students was involved with the local Dundee community before they volunteered, and all said they were
more involved now
-All 5 thought gardening would benefit their health and well-being
-All of the students thought it would be a way to make friends and to connect with nature
The main reasons for gardening were, to do something outdoors, to meet people and for relaxation. Four of the students reported
an improvement in their health and well-being, four respondents said gardening had helped them meet new people and make
friends and the other said they gardened for mindfulness. All participants said their skills, which they rated as below average before
starting their volunteering, had improved to above average or average. All the participants said it was very important to them that the
gardening project continues after the end of the project. Continuing the project is a priority for these volunteers who desire a place
to feel more connected with both nature, and the Dundee community.

Outcome met (changed from original)

LEARNING
& REFLECTION

One of our most challenging issues that we had to continuously try to overcome was engagement. As the Abertay campus is located
in city centre, students clearly distinguish between their University - and private time. The campus is a lot more associated with
studying, while they have plenty of opportunities to spend their free time in the city. Therefore, it was inevitable that events and
activities offered by EcoAbertay were often seen as less tempting after a long day on campus. We have experimented with different
dates and times to see what would work best for our events, but we could never be fully successful in maximising our outreach. This
might also have been attributed to insufficient advertising and campus presence. These proved to be our main weaknesses, which
have also been brought to our attention by students and staff members in our reflection surveys.
Another challenge of working at a University has been to involve students while they had other priorities, exams and long holidays,
which particularly affected our gardening project. When gardening started in May 2017 the students were doing exams and then
went on summer holidays. Some students who were involved over the summer then left University or entered 4th Year and had more
demanding work commitments. As the new semester has progressed we have had more students participating, but as we near exam
season again participation will drop off. The cycle of students leaving University and new students starting makes continuity hard to
maintain. Gardening requires continuity of effort, and although some students have learnt new skills, they are unlikely to have the
chance to use them again at University as the project comes to an end.
Achieving good turnout was also hindered by the lack of help we received from within the University environment. The University
lacks a comprehensive network of sustainability practitioners, who could support or assist in each other’s initiatives. We also had
trouble making progress in areas where University facilities were involved. For instance, setting up a gardening project within a
city centre campus had significant challenges. All plans for new planters, raised beds, tree planting, and even minor issues had to be
discussed and agreed with the University Estates Department. While the EcoAbertay project staff were working to tight timescales
and constrained by the growing season, the Estates Department took a longer view. This meant waiting for decisions longer than we
would have liked. Some aspects of the project had to be cut back or were not completed due to hold ups in decision making outside
EcoAbertay’s control. In some cases, the Estates Department did not approve some parts of the project, for example giving growing
boxes to students living in University Accommodation.
Physical disadvantages associated with the campus setting also added to our difficulties. On the University campus issues with access
to water, shading by tall buildings, public access and littering all had an impact on where we could grow edible crops. Optimistic
assessments of what would be possible before the start of the project had to be revised as the project progressed, and we had to give
up some of our initial plans, due to physical restrictions or even the possibility of vandalism. Security gates at Lyon Street mean that
students cannot access the gardens on the north side of the street without asking the Caretaker to open them. This means that they
are less likely to engage with the garden and it is a barrier to them looking after the garden themselves after the end of the project.
A possible solution to this would be for the Students’ Association to arrange set times each week when the gates could be unlocked
to allow access. For the Gardener, the difficulties of working on several sites included travel time, tool access and the logistics of
moving plants, compost, tools and other equipment around. The solution was to carry a basic tool kit in the boot of the car and plan
gardening sessions to minimize travel.
Besides technical difficulties, our project also had to find ways to work around issues of passive attitude. In general, we discovered
that some of our aims were seen more as a nuisance than an innovation, making our work a lot more difficult. On the other hand,
the project enabled us to learn a lot about cooperation with different parties, communities and organisations. Negotiating with
others was a crucial element, especially within the University setting, where their administration and facilities are in control of any
new developments. It was important to learn how to highlight the intended benefits of our plans, but also to be able to adapt these
according to the requirements of the University.
When the next round of funding was announced it was decided to not reapply as the new parameters were too far ranging for our
small campus and our focus needed to remain on the students at all times. There was learning to take from this as the project staff
have felt let down and not a part of the decision. We are aware this had an impact towards the end of the project and the Association
does take full responsibility for lack of morale and had learnt that any future projects that we undertake need to have a full project
plan including a scaling down at the end to ensure all involved understand expectations.

As described in the previous points, one of the main lessons that we would highlight from this project is the need for proper planning
and the consequent execution of plans. We do think that it is vital to be flexible and be able to update the project based on emerging
needs and interests, or adapt to opportunities and limitations. However, it is difficult to stay on track if there is too much leeway
within the initial goals. We believe that our community would have benefited a lot more if our main aims had been more clear-cut
and easy to identify. Setting up accurate goals requires comprehensive planning and awareness of the specifics of the context of the
project. Some proposed outcomes of EcoAbertay proved to be overly ambitious, were unnecessary, or turned out to be unsuitable in
the specific settings. Recognising and changing such elements was an important aspect of the journey, however too many ill-fitting
details could deter focus from areas where a lot more could have been achieved. As an example, we would bring up budget headings
for projects that were unnecessary, such as budgeting a large sum for purchasing new bottles, when a large quantity from a previous
order was still stored, unopened. Having to come up with new ideas to tackle miscalculations took away valuable energy from
running the already existing initiatives that had viable benefits.
However, this critique might only have come up in hindsight due to the change in coordinators, which resulted in a distinct difference
between the first and second half of the project. The change in coordinators left its mark on the project in both a positive and a
negative way. Some originally planned initiatives were missed in the process of replacement, due to the short handover period and the
different approach taken by the two coordinators. However, this also gave a chance for adjusting some features, such as the imbalance
between the initial carbon and community outcomes. Ultimately, each new person brought new ideas and created new aspects of the
project, also proved by each time we hired a new student staff member.
Employing students was one of the greatest achievements of EcoAbertay. They helped to moderate the limitations we had in engaging
with the student body by providing first-hand experience and advice on many details of our activities. We are very grateful for their
dedicated work, fresh ideas and for being an invaluable contact with our target audience. However, their occasionally casual attitude
towards the project also raised some difficulties. The lack of understanding of the CCF framework resulted in initial confusion over
the importance of accurate data collection. This proved to be difficult to resolve, even after explaining the background of the project,
but admittedly it is also an inevitable part of team work, which we kept in mind.
Data collection in general proved to be a difficult feature of some of our initiatives. In some cases, working out a suitable system was
a trial and error process that took too long, an example being the Bike Stop questionnaire. With other projects we did not manage to
start data collection in time or missed it completely due to the massive workload and lack of focus. In the case of the gardening events
we should have started gathering baseline data earlier in the project. We created a survey, which gave us great qualitative data, but
setting this up too late resulted in less data than we had hoped for. In retrospect, we should have also got a volunteer or staff member
to collect answers on more occasions. To receive more personal ongoing feedback after gardening sessions it would have been good
to have had a diary that students could have written comments in each week.
As advice for other CCF projects we would suggest relying on the CCF network a lot more. Other projects can offer a great range
of information and advice that you could use within or adapt to suit your own project. Their example can guide you or lead you
towards finding new features to incorporate in your plans. We believe that we could have achieved a bit more with more enthusiastic
cooperation from the beginning.
Despite all these difficulties, one major appeal of the CCF framework is the flexibility and understanding approach. We have been
continuously assured that even if such issues influenced our final outcomes, dealing with them and reflecting on them was a crucial
part of the journey. Ongoing adjustments certainly contributed to capacity building on a team level, but possibly also had wider
effects on the organisations we had to negotiate with. We also believe that such collaborations ultimately helped delivering our
message to these parties, providing a great context for the creation of shared knowledge.

FINANCE
& administration

In the first month of the project we were dealing with issues from the last claim of the previous funding year, which resulted in some
confusion and hindered the beginning of the new term. Outstanding payments of salaries from the first year had to be added to this
year’s budget. This was resolved by the then coordinator and our Finance Officer with the help of CCF; however this prolonged the
process of preparing the first claim. It also threw us off schedule with subsequent claims.
In August, the project coordinator who was involved in the application decided to leave. A new coordinator was recruited, but
there was a short handover period, which made its mark on how the second half of the project was executed. With the change of
coordinator, the project was revised, some outcomes changed, or newly created, and new activities planned while some abandoned.
Through this process the CCF Development Officer has been very helpful and understanding, providing great support and plenty of
information.
The new coordinator also made changes to the budget, reflecting on the modified outcomes and activities. Our initial budget was
planned with hopes for another term of CCF funding to be secured. However, it was decided by the Board of Trustees that the
Students’ Association would not apply for new funding for EcoAbertay. After this decision, the project needed to change course,
actively preparing to wrap up at the end of this term. For this reason, major changes needed to be applied in the budget, involving
large sums of money rendered to initiatives assuring an appropriate legacy to the project. The process of submitting reprofiles was
straightforward and made this fairly easy, and the flexibility of CCF was also appreciated. We often remarked how the ongoing
adjustments of our project to match the needs of our community resulted in adjustments in our budget. Examples of this involve cuts
to the clothes swap heading when we saw how these events were less popular among our students or adding money to the salary of
our marketing assistant when we decided to put more effort in outreach on various platforms.
The project was assisted by the Finance Officer of the Students’ Association, who worked closely with the coordinator. It took us
some time to work out a system that worked within the CCF setting, but eventually the change in coordinators helped this process.
The second half of the project allowed for better communication and organisation with fewer errors. The Finance Officer was always
aware of expenditure and the direction of the project, while she provided insightful help to the coordinator in planning the budget
and executing tasks.
This had great benefits on our claiming process, and eventually we worked out a new claiming schedule that could be run smoothly
and kept until the end of the project. Although queries from CCF have often emerged, most of these could be resolved. However,
throughout the project we have been very critical of CCF’s lack of procedure for missing receipts, which we have raised with the CCF
Development Officer on several occasions. Run by a small charity, this was one of our biggest concerns. The Students’ Association
have had to allocate over £1000 in lost costs associated with the CCF project, down to human error and mistakes. For us this has been
the hardest non-compromising element of the fund. Whilst the Students’ Association has some capacity to absorb this loss, we feel
that for smaller or tighter charities this CCF rule must have cost staff out of pocket money. This is especially unfortunate in a time
where staff salaries are not rising, and charities are finding it harder to have spare money.

LEGACY

This funding period has been the second year of EcoAbertay. At the end of last year’s project, we had plans for working with the
University to do great things and to continue on with lots of the projects. However, the relationship this year has not been as strong
as anticipated and at times it has been difficult to manage with many things going on in the wider Students’ Association organisation.
The Trustees have been asked by the University - who fund the Students’ Association via a block grant - to look at a flat budget over
the next two years. To secure more money from the University in the future we have to have new and creative projects.

However, the Students’ Association is keen to take on some projects of EcoAbertay and continue to deliver aspects that
contributed to our original carbon and community outcomes. Therefore, the Trustees are going to invest in student
employment to keep the following:
The SA will continue to provide Bike Stops for students and staff, however it will not be as frequent and will need to train new
students in the bike maintenance as students graduate and move on. We will be asking for this cost to be met in addition by the
University. We will work with the University to still explore the possibility of bikeability courses and cycling tours.
The starter pack project will be continued. We will provide a pre-packed, recycled box of kitchenware for students who move into
halls of residence. These will be filled with donated goods from other students moving away or collected from outgoing flats. The
starter pack initiative will be revised to better suit the capacity of the Students’ Association and match the needs of incoming students.

Reflecting on some successes of the EcoAbertay project, the Students’ Association will continue to be an advocate in:
To help decrease the use of plastic bottles and single use cups on campus, we will keep putting the message out to students when
organising events or buying merchandise. We will encourage them to look at buying completely compostable bottles and cups for
events or society use or opt for reusable alternatives.
We will advocate that students try to grow edibles at home, whether that involves taking care of a simple herb plant or maintaining
a complex planter with vegetables. We will encourage student societies to try to grow their own and connect with local groups where
possible such as the Tay View Community Garden or Maxwell Centre. The Board of Trustees recognise the benefits of providing
alternative food sources for students (such as EcoAbertay’s soups) and has taken an interest in pursuing food related projects over the
next few years within their strategic aims.
Furthermore, we will continue to work with the University to develop the sustainability modules and encourage students to get
more involved in outdoor activity in the community on their doorstep.

Looking ahead, the Trustees will work on convincing the University of the demand and need for investment of the
following:
We see the potential of the continued greening of campus and development as a food growing space, while involving students and
staff in maintaining these areas. We will explore the possibilities of co-creation and ownership, as this may be the only way we can
achieve the development of what the students want to see on campus. This year we have seen the potential that lies in involving
students in such projects, an example being their active engagement in the planning process of the library plaza redesign -which
unfortunately had to be abandoned.
The Students’ Association will keep advocating behaviour change and raise awareness to wider sustainability issues. We will also take
a leap and look at revising the Association’s own environmental policy. We would like to see how far the organisation can change, by
looking into other policies and how we engage with our own working environment. It is important that we make as little an impact
on the planet as possible and we work to make a change in all aspects from procurement to HR to wellbeing within the team.
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Happy New Year to the EcoAbertay community!
Welcome back to the second semester. We hope you all had a wonderful holiday and are
refreshed and ready for the new challenges. EcoAbertay is preparing with new events as
well as keeping our usual projects running.
Although the temperature has not been ideal for gardening, we encourage everyone to
spend time outdoors, taking in the grey beauty of winter. We are planning to start our
weekly gardening sessions this week, however it is highly dependent on the weather
conditions, so keep an eye out on information via our Facebook events. The Bike Stop
however is certainly reopening tomorrow, so even if you are not planning to hope on your
bikes as much in the cold, you still have the chance to get it fixed for free. We also provide
lights and reflectors to help you being safe in the dark afternoons.
Just like in the beginning of the first semester, we are organising a Giveaway Week, with
different items every day, such as kitchenware and bed linen. Unfortunately we are not
able to take donations this time, but would encourage everyone to drop their unwanted
items in the Gate Church box on the 2nd floor of the Kydd Building, right next to our popup cart.
EcoAbertay is a CCF funded project, run by the Students' Association, working to reduce
carbon emissions within the university's community, leading people towards a greener
lifestyle. We promote sustainable behaviours within the Abertay community, primarily by
encouraging students and staff to adopt more active forms of travel and reduce the waste
of resources such as energy, fuel and materials. We work with students for students
and every event and campaign we run fosters behavioural change and improves students'
living standards.

Our newsletter provides information on upcoming and ongoing events around Abertay
and Dundee, as well as tell you about our previous campaigns and give you ideas on how
to be more sustainable around the household. Volunteering opportunities will also be
advertised through the newsletter. We would be very happy to hear back from you, so if
you have any questions, ideas, complaints or advice, please let us know!
Best,

the EcoAbertay team :)

Upcoming Events

Open Gardening Session

Bike Stop Events

14:00–15:30, Wednesday, 24

10:00–15:00, Tuesday, 23 January

January

10:00–15:00, Tuesday, 30 January

Come and join the Open Garden

Just like last semester, the Bike Stop

Session

is running again, set up in front of

at

Lyon

Street

on

Wednesday 24th January from 2pm

the library, now every Tuesday.

to 3.30pm. Come and help us plant
apple trees. Be there when we start

Bring your bike, get it fixed for free

work on planting a new orchard at

or use our free refurbished bikes

Lyon Street.

borrowing scheme! You can also get
freebies

No

experience

necessary.

Wear

such

as

bike

lights,

reflectors and bottles. :)

warm clothes and stout boots or
wellies. All tools and gloves will be

We also want to teach you how to fix

provided. If the ground is frozen or

your bike yourself so you don't need

it is raining heavily this session will

us anymore, so stay for a while to

be postponed.

watch Alex and Etienne performing
their magic repair skills!

Other events around Dundee and further:
Jan 23, Pass it on week 2018 Stakeholder event
Jan 25, Fife waste challenge workshop
Jan 27, Dundee Preloved Vintage Kilo
Jan 27, Winter pruning workshop by Greener Kirkcaldy

Jan 27-28th, Edinburgh Wellbeing Festival
Jan 29, Exploring the Right to Food with Food Sharing Edinburgh
Jan 30, How can Scotland achieve its emissions reduction ambitions?
Febr 6, The Personal Politics of Climate Change: what makes us care?
Febr 12-20, St Andrews Green Film Festival

What to keep an eye out for this winter
EcoAbertay's Big Giveaway Week
Between 29th January and the 2nd February, EcoAbertay is organising a week

of free fayres, each day with different themes. We will set up each day in the
Kydd Building foyer, next to security. Stay tuned for more updates, as we will
provide you with the schedule of the week on our Facebook event.

Beauty products workshop with

'The True cost' documentary

the Make up society

screening with the Fashion

17:00, 13th February, venue TBA

society

This is an interactive workshop

EcoAbertay and the Fashion society

where we will discuss what is in

are organising a movie afternoon,

beauty products, how to dispose of

screening

the packaging and how to make the

True Cost’.

most of your products.

We will update you on the detail of

For more details, keep an eye on our

the event soon, keep an eye on our

Facebook events pages.

Facebook events pages.

the

documentary

‘The

Gillian's Garden Blog
Our lovely gardener, Gillian, regularly updates a little blog on the EcoAbertay
website, to keep you up-to-date with what is happening around our
allotments. Find it here: https://www.abertaysa.com/ecoabertay/ecoabertaygardens

Sites & Newsletters to Follow

In this newsletter we would like to introduce some of our favourite
sustainability organisations, fighting against food waste and supporting food
justice. Please sign up to their newsletters to get more information.
Zero Waste Scotland - Reducing Food Waste
OLIO - The food sharing revolution
Nourish - Food justice issues in Scotland
Zero Waste Weekly - Your ultimate zero waste resource

Green Tips
Just some ideas for you on how to take sustainability home and keep cozy
during this freezing winter:
Put up DIY secondary glazing on windows, or 'shrink-wrap' them for
winter.
Put DIY foil sheets behind radiators, especially on external walls to
reflect the heat, and adjust curtains so they don't cover the top taking
up the heat.
Review when heating and hot water turn on and off, and adjust to your
lifestyle.

Find us on social media

Facebook

Website

Twitter

Instagram

Want to change how you receive these emails?
You can update your preferences or unsubscribe from this list.
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Table 1

Table 2

Table 3

Table 4

Table 5

Table 6

Recap

Wood wastes

Waste Electrical &
Electronic
Equipment
Fridges & freezers,
irons, lamps
Ceramics: plates,
mugs, bowls

All types of plastic:
tupperware,
chopping boards,
folders, polypockets

Aluminium and
other non-ferrous
metals: cutlery,
All colours of glass
All types of paper:
cardboard
packaging,
notebooks, books

0,490

0,893

0,002

0,245

0,925

0,017

1,754

0,435

0,017

1,760

0,005

0,026

0,895

3,194

0,005

Landfilled

12,960

Production

33,7

5

17

6,2

4

1,5

Weight of
Materials /
kg

Halloween
Event

3

3

0,5

0,5

Weight of
Weight of
Materials /
Materials / kg
kg

Donated

7

2,5

11

5,2

1

3

10,5

2nd
Giveaway
week
Weight of
Materials /
kg

TOTAL kg

657,9

44,2

72,5

21

2

3

27

4,5

10

5

Weight of
Materials /
kg

Giveaway
week

Total
kg/event
285,5

59

7

26

70,5

9

26

88

Weight of
Materials /
kg

Big Giveaway

4
163

6

1,2

65,2

77,3

5

8,3

Weight of
Materials /
kg

Welcome
Packs

1,360

0,247

1,771

1,777

3,199

1,383

0,920

12,965

Conv.
Factor
Reused

Cart handout

Event or campaign

55,5

24

15

4

7

5,5

Weight of
Materials /
kg

Facebook
giveaway

2.53t CO2e

2534,546436

38,08

24,1864

46,91983629

80,3204

625,0846

135,534

44,1792

1540,242

Emission
Savings / kg
CO2e

Appendix 3
Table 1

All clothing,
footwear,
household
textiles.

21,148

Production

0,524

Landfilled

TOTAL kg

21,672

Conv.
Factor
Reused
9,5

133

Weight of
Materials /
kg
3

Weight of
Materials /
kg

Cart handout Big Giveaway

42,5

Weight of
Materials /
kg

Giveaway
week

37

Weight of
Materials /
kg

Donated

2nd
Giveaway
week

0,5

9,5

Weight of
Weight of
Materials /
Materials / kg
kg

Halloween
Event

Event or campaign

2

Weight of
Materials /
kg

Christmas
workshop

25

Winter
clothes
giveaway
Weight of
Materials /
kg
4

Weight of
Materials /
kg

Facebook
giveaway

2.88t CO2e

2882,376

Emission
Savings / kg
CO2e

Table 2
Total

Homeware 2,53
Textile
2,88
Total
5,41
t
CO2e

per 1 student
per 1 student
x No of students

per 1 student

No of bottles distributed
1000 bottles

Annual savings
37.26t CO2e
+

18,63

Scenario Emissions
savings for 2 years with
50% drop in interest / t

Emission per litre of bottled water (Zenith, 2012):
kg to tonnes

No of refills per day
l/bottle
2.16 times
x
0.5 l/bottle
no of days bottle used in a month litres per day
24.45 days per month
x
1.08l

No of bottles owned on average
1.36 bottles/1 student
x

=

x12
x735
x0.16
x0.001

=

=

=

55.89t CO2e

Lifetime savings

1.08l/day
litres refilled per month
26.4l/month
316.87l/year
232899.45
37263.91kg CO2e
37.26t CO2e

litres refilled per day

No of students owning 1 or more of our bottles
735 students

Replacing plastic water bottles with reusable alternative

Appendix 4

16,523
0,081

0,913

0,289
9,266
7,981
12,341
1,053
2,245
13,586
1,054
4,431
0,078
1,85
0,07
0,566
0,158
9,117
0,038
0,874
79,505
3,655
0,537
11,736
0,324
0,65
5,186
184,107

Broad beans

Broccoli
Cabbage
Carrots
Cauliflower
Celery
Celtuce
Courgette
Cucumber
Leeks
Lettuce
Marrow
Mixed berries
Mixed salad
Mixed Veg
Onions
Oregano
Peas
Potato
Pumpkin
Rocket
Runner beans
Salad onion
Strawberries
Turnip
Total

Amount of fruit &
vegetables grown at
allotment /kg

Beetroot
Blueberries

Vegetable
harvested

x
x
x
x
x
x
x
x
x
x
x
x
x
x
x
x
x
x
x
x
x
x
x
4,06

4,06

4,06
4,06
4,06

4,06

4,06

4,06

4,06
4,06
4,06

4,06

4,06

4,06

4,06
4,06
4,06

4,06

4,06

4,06

--

4,06
4,06
4,06
4,06

x
------------------------

--

---

4,06

4,06

4,06

--

x

x
x

x

Average emission
factor for shop
bought food /
kgCO2e

0,54
0,54
0,54
0,54
0,54
0,54
0,54
0,54
0,54
0,54
0,54
0,54
0,54
0,54
0,54
0,54
0,54
0,54
0,54
0,54
0,54
0,54
0,54

0,54

0,54

0,54
0,54

Average emission
factor for allotment
grown food
/kgCO2e

Yield Emissions savings

0,001
0,001
0,001
0,001
0,001
0,001
0,001
0,001
0,001
0,001
0,001
0,001
0,001
0,001
0,001
0,001
0,001
0,001
0,001
0,001
0,001
0,001
0,001
0,001

x
x
x
x
x
x
x
x
x
x
x
x
x
x
x
x
x
x
x
x
x
x
x

0,001

x
x

0,001
0,001

kg to tonnes /1000

x
x

x

=
=
=
=
=
=
=
=
=
=
=
=
=
=
=
=
=
=
=
=
=
=
=
Total

=

=

=
=

=

0,00101728
0,03261632
0,02809312
0,04344032
0,00370656
0,0079024
0,04782272
0,00371008
0,01559712
0,00027456
0,006512
0,0002464
0,00199232
0,00055616
0,03209184
0,00013376
0,00307648
0,2798576
0,0128656
0,00189024
0,04131072
0,00114048
0,002288
0,01825472
0,64805664

0,00321376

0,05816096
0,00028512

Savings /t
CO2e
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Table 1

Table 2

Yield Emissions savings of received donations
Amount of
fruit
&
Vegetable vegetables
x
harvested grown at
allotment
/kg

Average
emission
factor for
shop
-bought
food
/
kgCO2e

Average
emission
factor for
allotment x
grown
food
/kgCO2e

kg
to
=
tonnes
/1000

Savings /t
CO2e

Total

4,06

0,54

0,001

0,061318

17,42

x

--

x

=

Table 3

Yield Emissions savings of donations given away
Total 1,2 x

4,06

--

0,54

x

0,001

Total
Table 1

Table 2

Table 3

0.65t CO2e

0,061t
CO2e

0,004t
CO2e

=
Total savings

+

+

0.72t
CO2e

Lifetime savings from halls and campus
Site

Campus (2.1kg)
Lyon Street
(20.29kg)

Savings
from sites

x

Years of
impact

=

Lifetime
/ t CO2e

0.007392

x

3

=

0.022176

x

3

=

0.214262

Total

0.236438

0.071421

=

0,004224
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Reflecting on EcoAbertay
Survey Analysis by Christopher McEvoy

Overall it appears that students are aware of the goals of the project and have a general
attitude that the project has some success in achieving those goals, with a number of responses
mentioning EcoAbertay as a project concerned with informing people about the environment
to promote more-sustainable behaviour.

Most respondents felt EcoAbertay has made a substantial impact on their university
experience, with many positive comments. Many respondents said the gardening and water
bottle initiatives were impactful, as well as the initiatives with bins such as changing the signs
and adding a bin specifically for food waste.

We can see that the most far-reaching set of initiatives has been the giveaways (water bottles,
stationary, swap shops etc) followed by the information sessions. Only 3 respondents said they
did not participate in any activity, with one of those respondents noting that they are often
unaware of where and when the activities are taking place, and because of this they have not
participated. The Third most popular activity was the gardening session. The Coffee and Eco
Chats activity was also popular with over a fifth of respondents having taken part. Only one
person used the clothes library, two people took part in the starter pack initiative, and two in
the workshops. Another three people used the bike stop.

Most respondents made similar comments to those they made in Q2, with a large proportion of
answers focusing on environmental education and raising awareness. Saving money with
giveaways was also a very popular answer.

The most popular initiatives students wanted to see continued included the giveaways, from
starter packs to water bottles and swap shops, the gardening, the bike stop, and the talks. A
number of people also said they would like to see the interview clothes library continued
despite only one respondent having used it, as they saw it as valuable to any student moving
forward.

Nearly 80% of respondents said the project made university more enjoyable for them. The
most popular comments about what made university more enjoyable were the sense of
community with meeting people, and learning. Some people also commented on how
initiatives such as the gardening made their life more diverse and active.

Most respondents said they hoped the project would continue and that they thought highly of
it. They see it as a sensible idea with a lot of potential.

Most students felt the project made a very positive impact on the university’s environmental
image. All but one respondent thought the project made any positive impact on this image, and
the respondent that did not think so commented that they were unaware of any difference in
Abertay’s image as they had not seen the university’s image before the project began.
In conclusion, the survey collected an abundance of positive feedback in terms of stakeholder
attitudes towards the success of the project. Most participants thought the project was some
degree of successful in social, economic or environmental terms. Most comments throughout
the survey demonstrated stakeholder satisfaction with the project, often citing personal
experiences with the project. This information can help assist us in determining the level of
success of the project.
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Reflecting On EcoAbertay Staff Survey Summary
By Christopher McEvoy

All of the respondents felt they had gained a moderate-to-great amount of skills through
working for EcoAbertay. Despite the small sample size, this shows that EcoAbertay has helped
with the development of its staff.

The primary methods of developing skills while working on the project were through
collaboration with other people, and through engaging with different tasks and research that
had not been explored before.

6 out of 7 respondents said they learnt about sustainability through the project, with two
respondents giving specific examples. This is encouraging as it demonstrates progress in
EcoAbertay’s goal of informing university stakeholders about environmental sustainability.

A majority of respondents said they were very satisfied with working for EcoAbertay, with the
remaining minority saying they were satisfied. The project has evidently been a pleasant
working environment.

While the majority of respondents said they were somewhat likely to continue working in the
sustainability sector in the future, more respondents said they were more likely than less likely
to work in this sector. EcoAbertay has therefore been a positive example of an employer in this
sector.

Although this graph has the same structure as the previous one, not all of it is similar to the
previous question data. 66% of those who said “somewhat likely” to Q5 said “a moderate
amount of impact” in Q6. However, the rest of the answers are mostly mixed up. Thus, there’s
no strong correlation between these questions that can be deduced from this small sample size.

5 out of 7 people said they thought the project was successful and had some impact. One of
those five gave examples in practical terms while the other four focused more on the project’s
impact on people’s attitudes and information.

More connection to the student body, and more focus on advertising and awareness were the
most popular feedback. While we can’t use this information much since the project is coming to
an end, it will be useful for our critical evaluation.

The most popular initiatives to keep on, among staff, were the bike stop and the garden. This
reflects in part the awareness of the use of these initiatives.

The most popular aspect of the project was the communication with people in the community
and student body. This informs our ideas on what the project did well.

All respondents had positive opinions of the project, this is also reflected on staff satisfaction
rates.
In conclusion, satisfaction rates among staff was very high, with EcoAbertay being a good
example of an employer in the sustainability sector. Staff felt the project had at least a
moderate impact on people both practically and in terms of attitude, and they felt they had
gained new skills.

Appendix 8
Gillian’s report for the Tay View Community Garden AGM
ECOABERTAY AT TAY VIEW COMMUNITY GARDEN (by Gillian Fyfe, EcoAbertay Gardener)
My first visit to Tay View was on 10th May 2017 when Carina my line manager showed me the empty space
on which I had to grow as many vegetables as possible to feed students at Abertay University. My first
impressions were; what a fantastic site to work on, that the sun was shining and that the view of the Tay was
amazing.
Within a week I had used string to mark out our plot and divide it up into beds. The plot looked very formal
with its straight lines and I admired the way other people had laid out their plots with more organic shapes
and curves. I was aiming for maximum output to meet the expectations of our funders the Climate Challenge
Fund. By the end of May we were doing our first planting when we filled one of our beds with 3 varieties of
potatoes. Some of the staff from the Abertay Student’s Association helped do the planting that day and we
were lucky the sun shone again. June and July came and went and with help from some students I had got
most of the plot planted with a variety of brassicas, legumes, roots and alliums. All the planting was planned
so that we could rotate the crops in 2018.
I was on holiday for 4 weeks in the summer and the gardening was taken care of by Robb one of Abertay’s
4th Year students. Robb did a great job and when I came back the plot looked so different with lots growing
and some veg ready to harvest. Robb gave us some feedback on his experience and told us he had learnt a
variety of new skills and gained confidence in a field he had no previous experience in. He also said “lastly, I
was able to partake in the social circle of the fellow allotment holders, gaining access to their wisdom and
experience, and found it all massively enjoyable”.
At the end of August we had a lunch for 26 Freshers when we cooked produce from the plot and introduced
some students to gardening.
The next task was to keep up with harvesting and wheeling all the vegetables to the Campus in Bell Street in
an old pushchair. Hard work but no emissions from transport! I set up a trolley in the foyer on Campus and
we had a vegetable give away every Wednesday. That ran until the veg ran out in November. The free
vegetables were fantastically popular and we got lots of great feedback. As part of our funding I had to
weigh all our produce and by Christmas we had grown and distributed 158 kg from our plot.
In November we employed another 4th Year student Emma as a gardening assistant. Emma has been a great
help and has helped with all the jobs despite the cold weather over the winter. When we are not at Tay View
we have been gardening at the Lyon Street Halls of Residence.
Over the year I have really enjoyed working at Tay View and greatly appreciated the friendly welcome,
advice and chat from all the other plot holders. The students who have helped with gardening have all been
regular volunteers and have benefited from being involved with the plot. One of the highlights for them was
the generosity of the Syrian family on the next door plot who shared their turnips and leeks with them. The
students have all said that their involvement has helped to get them outdoors, meet new people and feel
connected to the local community. Sadly Abertay Student’s Association has decided not to continue funding
gardening after our grant runs out at the end of March 2018. Dorina the EcoAbertay Project Officer and I are
trying to help some students form a Society so that they can continue gardening after the end of the
EcoAbertay project.
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Gardening blog by Gillian Fyfe

News from the Gardens 20th February 2018
More cold weather has hampered some efforts to get out gardening. Despite the
icy temperatures the last apple trees have now been planted at Lyon Street. The
last two were James Grieve and Worcester Pearmain. This makes a mini-orchard of
6 trees. Thanks to Emma for persevering with this – we found some interesting
debris while digging the holes; a fork, glass, bricks and plenty of stones.
The new bench is now in position at Lyon Street on the south side of the road. If
you live in Lyon Street and the sun is shining feel free to sit on the bench and enjoy
the return of spring!
We have just had the delivery of more raised beds for the south side garden at Lyon
Street. They have an alarming number of screws to put in so we will have a first
attempt at construction on Campus and then get them moved to Lyon Street. After
that we will order 40 bags of compost to fill them!
At Tay View Coralie, Lisa and I planted garlic in the bed set aside for members of
the onion family. Garlic requires a period of cold weather to bulk up so they need
to be in the ground early in the year. We also planted a blackcurrant to replace the
one that was stolen and a rhubarb crown in a large pot. The last task was to finish
off the line of raspberry canes along the fence at the edge of our plot. The last ones
were golden raspberries and if the season is good we may get some fruit later this
year.
There are two events coming up at Tay View that you may be interested in. On
Sunday March 4th there will be a work day starting at 11am to plant wildflower
seeds and do some maintenance jobs. On Saturday 31st March Froglife will be
leading an event from 1pm-3pm to plant native species around the pond followed
by a talk on amphibians and pond netting. Feel free to go along and join in either of
the events.
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